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Food town

once a upon of time in the jungle of rumble there live a giant Noun , who loved food he stomp and

ravaged through villages in Noun world eating everything insight. His favorite place to go was

Noun town where rumble, bumbled, hummed, and dance as he enjoy his favorite food Noun .

This tend to annoy the people of Noun town, seeing he ate there food the most. But it wasn't just the

people of Noun town who were annoyed all the villages in Preposition or subordinating conjunction world

were upset the Determiner continuously eating there food and left them hungry twice a week. The

villagers of Noun town tried to confront the Mr. Proper Noun of his Adjective and

Adjective ways, but Mr. Proper Noun wasn't paying them any attention, all he thought about was

food the glorious food all he was doing was eating he said "i see no wrong doing". So the villagers from each

town; Noun town, Noun town, Adjective town, and Adjective town came

together to compose a plan to trap Mr. Noun . They took 10 bundle of there best cooked foods, a

Noun , Noun , Noun , and a Noun . they dug a

whole 60 ft deep! just 10 feet short of the Noun , since he was big they didn't account on

Adjective being able to jump. They dumped the food into a hole and waited. Mr. Noun

immediately smelled the the food and marched towards the smell, of he went. Mr. Noun wasn't to

bright but was smart enough to smell a trap, the aroma of food was so tempting he could resist and try to find a

way to get the food anyways. first he used a Noun . then he tired to build a Noun he and

almost succeed yet his Noun took over so it broke. Next he tired Noun , but

its just wasn't 



enough . finally Mr. Noun gave in to temptation and leap in the hole landing right on the

Noun . He ate and ate and ate until he couldn't eat anymore finally Mr. Noun was

Adjective and full, and it seemed that the villagers plan had work he to he was to big to even stand on his

own.

As he slumbered away in his pit of food the villager celebrated and jump with Adjective at last Mr.

Noun would bother them no more. the villagers had used a lot of resource and so they had get back to in

rebuilding what Mr. Noun had destroyed and what they gave away. the villager being to worry about

Mr. Noun he had been just eating so much and so fast it wasn't very unhealthy, though he had a lot of

Noun - Plural he didn't eat them only the Noun - Plural , Noun , and Noun . As he

ate and ate Mr. Noun got bigger and bigger. the people warned Mr. Noun not to eat as much

and to eat the the Noun - Plural . Mr. Noun cursed the villagers and told them that he very well eat

what ever he please as long as he is trap in the pit. Yes the villager really didn't like that Mr. Noun was

eating all there food, but they didn't think that it was so bad that he had to spend the rest of his life stuck in a hole

. so the villager came up with an agreement with Mr. Noun that if they would help him out, if he

stopped eating so much and ate the Noun they would try and help him up, because you see physical no

one in Noun world could actually help Mr. Noun get out of the pit at the size he had become

but maybe if he were to get back down to his regular size they could help him out of the pit, but Mr.

Noun had to first stop doing the thing he loved the most eating. so for 2 month Mr. Noun

listened



to everything the villagers said and ate his Noun - Plural , in no time Mr. Noun was back and even

smaller then he was the first time the villagers had never seen him so small. so as agreed the villagers built a

strong pole and slide it down to Mr. Proper Noun everyone from Noun town pulled as hard as

they could, it was just enough for Mr. Noun to grab to edge and pull him self up. when Mr. kola had

seen how much food had been made how how much they had built there villages back up with the

Noun house and Noun huts the smell was just so Adjective and Verb - Present 

Tense . the drool dripped from his mouth and eyes widen. "Now, now Mr. Noun " the mayor of

Noun world said "remember our agreement we help you!" but it was to late the intoxicating smell had

already took over, off he went destroying everything insight engulfing all of there food like a Noun

with in seconds Mr. Noun was back to his original size.

when exploring for resources to rebuild there homes in Determiner town the researcher had come a cross

an new type of Noun - Plural called Noun . since Mr. Noun had spent so much time

eating Noun - Plural and Noun - Plural he became fond of them and so off to Noun town he

went, where he rumbled, tumbled, and eat everything insight, then he spotted the new fruit that the villagers in

salad town tried to run away with it but they were to slow, for this new Noun was twice there size. Mr.

Noun snatched the Noun and bitten into it with one bite Mr. Noun was instantly full.

"SO, SO, Adjective !!!" he yelled but "I'm so, so Adjective " i can't take another bite, down Mr.

Noun went. "where oh where did you get this from" said Mr. Noun . one of the villagers from

Noun



town came up and said "it was inside the Noun cave, deep in the back". With a dismal look Mr. kola

being to cry he knew that he was to larger to fit in the cave no matter how much weight he lost he would never

fit. the villagers were astonished and with one look they all new what they would do next. once again they came

up an agreement with for Mr. Noun that they would go get more of the Noun and also share a

little of there food from time to time, if he help rebuild there villages and never destroy there villages again. And

so Mr. Proper Noun and the villagers live happily together.
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